[Application of microneurography to the evaluation of diabetic neuropathy].
The use of microneurography for recording of the compound nerve action potentials enables a more accurate evaluation of even severe cases of diabetic polyneuropathy. A tungsten microelectrode with a tip diameter of approximately 1 microm is percutaneously inserted into the median nerve trunk in the elbow without the administration of anesthesia. The median nerve in the wrist is subiected to supramaximal electric stimulation, and the largest compound nerve action potential is recorded by the microelectrode. In healthy controls, the median nerve action potential appeared as a large triphasic wave (positive-negative-positive; average amplitude, 400 microV) followed by small multiphasic waves. In diabetic patients, the maximal nerve conduction velocity (NCV) and the amplitude of the triphasic wave (Amp) were decreased, and the multiphasic waves were more prominent. The reproducibility of the compound nerve action potentials in the same subject was acceptable. Diminution of Amp appeared to be associated with temporal dispersion due to segmental demyelination. In diabetic polyneuropathy, NCV and Amp decrease with disease progression. In patients with advanced disease and subjective symptoms, low Amp and prominent multiphasic waves were apparent. Because a recording microelectrode is directly inserted into the nerve trunk, this method has many advantages: large potentials measuring several hundred microvolts can be obtained, averaging is not required, and quantitative analysis of the nerve action potential and evaluation of slow fibers are possible. This compound nerve action potential is considered to represent the density of large myelinated fibers (7 microm), especially sensory fibers, around the electrode. This technique may evaluate nerve function more accurately than that of "near-nerve recording of action potentials", a technique reported by Buchthal et al. This method can be a valuable tool for evaluating the function of large myelinated fibers without the use of time-consuming averaging procedures or computer analysis.